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WEND 

The first ever colored wax chain lubricant in the world, vivid colors collide with WEND’s original “rub-on” formula to create 

six Day-Glo™ hues that turn heads. Utilizing our same sophisticated paraffin based formula that includes proprietary friction 

reducers as well as proven lubricants such as Zinc and Teflon, WEND’s Spectrum collection inspires individuality through a 

collection of colors that promise to light up your ride.

Welcome to WEND in color.  The bright side of performance.
#BRIGHTSIDEOFPERFORMANCE 

WEND BIKE



WEND BIKE 

PROOF OF CONCEPT

Makers of the first ever rub-
on chain wax for all cycling 
disciplines; WEND Wax offers a 
leading waxed-based lubricant for 
optimal drivetrain performance. 
Utilizing proven friction reducing 
additives including zinc and 
Teflon™ in their factory wax and 
rub-on waxes, WEND promotes 
a quiet, clean, and efficient 
drivetrain while extending the 
benefits of a waxed chain to all 
riders without traditional waxing 
methods.



WEND 

We have now brought our signature dayglo colors to the race proven original ”rub-on” wax based, chain lubricant.  
Customize, mix or just go with a simple 1-color application that is sure to stand out and bring color to your rides. 
Wax-On not only keeps your chain clean, its friction reducing additives make for an extremely quiet and efficient 
drive-train.  Wax-On is a sophisticated paraffin based formula that includes proprietary friction reducers as well as 
proven lubricants such as Zinc and Teflon.
Our new GRAPHITE FORMULA goes on the same way as our original but runs smoother longer. Use this formula on 
the road or dirt when you’re looking for the longest intervals between waxing.  

SPECTRUM CHAIN WAX ON/OFF SET | 
2.5 OZ. WAX-ON / 4 OZ. WAX-OFF

  
 
Available in: 

PINK, BLUE, GREEN, YELLOW, ORANGE, 
RED, PURPLE, BLACK (GRAPHITE FORMULA)

WEND BIKE 



.5OZ. POCKET PACK (6 PACK)

  
 
Available in: 

PINK, BLUE, GREEN, YELLOW, ORANGE, 
RED

1OZ. POCKET PACK

  
 
Available in: 

PINK, BLUE, GREEN, YELLOW, ORANGE, 
RED

2.5OZ. TWIST UP

  
 
Available in: 

PINK, BLUE, GREEN, YELLOW, ORANGE, 
RED, PURPLE, BLACK (GRAPHITE FORMULA)

WEND BIKE

NEW // BLACK (GRAPHITE FORMULA)



WEND 

2.5OZ. / 80ML TWIST UP
  

10OZ. TIN
 

.5OZ. POCKET
 PACK (5 PACK)

  
 

1OZ. POCKET PACK
  

 

TEAM RIDER: RYAN DAHL 

PHOTO: PHILIP BECKMAN

WEND BIKE

This chain wax is the first ever ”rub-on” wax based, chain lubricant.  
Wax-On not only keeps your chain clean, its friction reducing additives 
make for an extremely quiet and efficient drive-train.  Wax-On is quiet, 
quick and clean.  WEND Waxworks set out to create a lube that would 
perform equal to or better than hot waxing and that would be easy to 
apply.  Wax-On is a sophisticated paraffin based formula that includes 
proprietary friction reducers as well as proven lubricants such as Zinc 
and Teflon.  The application is a cinch as the user simply rubs the wax 
onto the chain rollers, resulting in a race ready chain in seconds.



WEND® BIKE
WEND CHAIN WAX KIT
1- WEND Wax-On 
    2.5 oz / 80mL twist-up

1- WEND Wax-Off 
    4oz/120mL bottle

1- WEND Microfiber Towel

WEND WAX-OFF CHAIN CLEANER
This chain cleaner is much more than just a cleaner.  
Wax-Off is a penetrating liquid wax additive that 
cleans.  The cleaner quickly cuts through wax, oil 
and dirt leaving your chain sparkling while the wax 
penetrates and lubes.  WEND Wax-Off is the perfect 
way to clean your chain prior to using WEND Wax-
On and aids in extending the life of your drive-train.  
Biodegradable formula.

 
 

4 oz / 120mL bottle

2.5OZ. / 80ML TWIST UP
  

WEND FACTORY WAXED CHAIN
After hours of extremely fun testing, we’re excited to introduce 
WEND Factory Waxed chains, offered for Shimano or SRAM 
Drivetrains. Taking the best of a freshly waxed chain and making it 
better, the Factory Waxed Chains are perfect for a big ride, race or 
everyday training, and can be kept in prime condition with a fresh 
application of WEND wax after 200-300 miles.
Submerging both Shimano and SRAM chains into a sophisticated 
paraffin formula to allow for full saturation, WEND Factory Waxed 
chains result in increased efficiency, longer lasting wax jobs and 
long-term compatibility with WEND Bike’s other offerings.

  
 
Available in: 

• Shimano Dura Ace CN-HG901-11 11 spd
• SRAM RED 22 11 spd
• Shimano Ultegra 11 spd

*Being a hot waxed chain please allow for 10 mins of break in ride time.
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WEND 

AMERICAN MADE
SINCE 1971

PROUD MAKERS OF

PROUD SPONSOR OF


